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Questions

Rating Result
[Poor] 1-5 [Excellent]

1. The title is clear and it is adequate to the content of the article.

5

(a brief explanationis recommendable)
The title is very explicit. It relevantly encapsulates the main issue raised in the paper
2. The abstract clearly presents objects, methods and results.

5

(An explanation is recommendable)
The author’s aim and methods to reach this aim are clearly stated in the abstract.
3. There are grammatical errors and spelling mistakes in this article.

3

(a brief explanationis recommendable)
Although mainly written in an academic and clear language, this article suffers from a few
mistakes. The author should consider punctuation. More often than not he uses a hyphen
where a dash is needed. He should also mind the space between two words or between a word
and the punctuation. His use of slashes are sometimes faulty

4. The study methods are explained clearly.

4

(An explanationis recommendable)
The author uses postmodernism to scrutinize modernism and concludes that both ideologies
have the same goal, expressed in different and apparently contradictory ways. In so doing he
shows good mastery of the ideology, philosophy, doctrine that span western the history of
European thought.
5. The body of the paper is clear and does not contain errors.

4

(An explanationis recommendable)
The body of the work shows the author’s mastery of the concepts and ideologies used. It gives proof
of his familiarity and apt use of the studied thinkers’ and philosophers’ theories.
6. The conclusions or summary are accurate and supported by the
content.

5

(An explanationis recommendable)
The conclusion is accurate. It summarizes the issues raised, the methodology used and the results
obtained.
7. The references are comprehensive and according to the APA
citation style.
(All the sources in the list of references are cited in the content and vice
versa)

3

(abrief explanationis recommendable)
The references are well sorted out, but the author has to automate the presentation of the
bibliography by standardizing the space between the lines

Overall Recommendation(mark an X with your recommendation)：
Accepted, no revision needed
Accepted, minor revisions needed

X

Return for major revision and resubmission
Reject

Comments and Suggestions to the Author(s):
The text gives insight into the western thoughts. Mainly focusing Modernism and postmodernism, it
revisits the history of colonialism to neocolonialism with the underpinning ideologies that legitimate or
counter western hegemony.
It necessitates proof-reading to prune the mistakes to make it more readable.

Comments and Suggestions to the Editors Only:
This article is a paramount contribution to literary, philosophical and civilization
studies. To be published after minor revision.

